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Officially established as a borough
in 1853, the town of California can
be considered a “planned community” as it was surveyed and laid out
by one of California’s earliest residents, surveyor and Esquire Job
Johnson. Originally named Columbia, the town’s people later chose
the name California to coincide with
the 1849 gold rush in the state of
California.

The presence of California University of Pennsylvania influences
every aspect of the borough including
the demographic makeup of the residents, municipal services, and even its
economic viability. Thus, it is important to acknowledge the significant
differences of California Borough as
compared to other municipalities
within the region, due to the university and its student population.

California Borough today has
many attributes that lend to its quality of life, such as strong residential
areas, an attractive industrial park, a
traditional downtown area, a comprehensive transportation network,
and the presence of California University of Pennsylvania. In addition,
the borough has plenty of land that is
available for development opportunities.

Because much of the student
population is a transient population
(i.e. students who do not intend to
live in California beyond the term of
their student life at the University),
the cycle of “new” residents is similar
to a revolving door, continually funneling in individuals who have little or
no tie to the community. Elected officials should take advantage of this
influx of “new” residents and cooperate with the University to encourage
community involvement and interaction between the borough and the
students.

California Borough has the potential to be the showcase community in
the region. The groundwork is in
place and the California Borough
Comprehensive Plan provides the
steps that municipal officials should
take to foster community character
and promote the borough. As these
steps are taken, the community will
see benefits socially, as community
pride increases, and economically
through increased property values
and an infusion of spending by visitors.

While unique when compared to
the surrounding area, California Borough is comparable to other university towns in terms of median age,
population distribution, occupational
distribution, and population diversity.
However, because of its geographic
characteristics and amount of open
space, California Borough has ample
opportunity to expand as a community.

Of the university towns studied in the planning process, California Borough is the largest in
terms of landmass. This fact enables officials to give consideration to future expansion of residential, commercial and industrial
areas. It should be noted that,
while California Borough is comparable to the surrounding region
in terms of population loss, the
borough has not experienced the
growth that has occurred in the
majority of university towns studied.
While the presence of university students may place specific
burdens upon municipal services,
the borough is in the position to
realize the positive benefits associated with being a “university
town”. Taking advantage of the
university, the downtown and established residential areas, the
municipality can base future
growth decisions on the economic, social and infrastructure
keystones that are in place.
Residents of California Borough are fortunate to live in a
community that has a wealth of
amenities and services. The availability of health and social services
and a commitment to providing
efficient municipal services contributes to a desirable quality of
life. However several issues re-
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garding municipal services should be
addressed by the elected officials.
The California Borough Police
Department faces unique challenges
not shared by other communities
within the region. The presence of
the university brings a steady influx
of visitors throughout the week
causing traffic concerns such as
parking, speeding and vehicular accidents. Attending to the needs of
the police department will be important to assure the continued effectiveness of the police force.
The California Volunteer Fire
Department is planning to construct
a new facility, which is expected to
improve response time and address
the storage and space needs that
currently restrict some activities.
While this improvement should
benefit the borough, officials will
need to carefully review construction plans to assure compatibility
with local needs and compliance
with regulations. During the planning process, fire officials expressed
concerns related to property maintenance and student housing. Thus,
it is recommended that the borough
meet with fire officials to update
code regulations addressing fire
safety for all structures in California
Borough.
The California Borough Zoning
and Code Enforcement Office and
the Street Department both play a
significant part in contributing to
the quality of life in the borough.
These two departments will need
continued support both in terms of
equipment, training and staffing if
elected officials wish to attract new
residents and businesses.
As noted, California University
has played, and will continue to

play, a significant role in the borough. During the public participation process, residents expressed
their support of the university’s
presence in the borough. However,
concerns were raised regarding student housing, traffic, university
owned land, and the “town/gown”
relationship. Elected officials need
to be aware of, and incorporate the
future planning efforts of the university, particularly as related to recreation, housing and transportation.
The benefits associated with California University of Pennsylvania
certainly outweigh the negatives.
However, officials must not become
complacent and sit back while decisions are made that will have long
lasting ramifications to the borough’s
land use. It is strongly recommended that officials immediately
establish a formal committee to address the future plans of the university as listed in the updated Master
Plan. With a judicious and cooperative stance, the borough could capitalize on the future plans of the university.
For instance, the Master Plan for
California University of Pennsylvania
outlines future transportation projects to address access, congestion
and parking. Future plans include a
Convocation Center that is to contain a 1230 space parking facility, redesigning the campus road system
and constructing a Maglev system to
move individuals between the campus located downtown and the facilities located on PA Route 88.
Two projects in particular, the
redesigning of the campus road system and the planned mass transit
project, should be considered of the
utmost importance to elected officials. Issues such as traffic conges-

tion, speed, and roadway conditions
were among the top concerns of
residents as identified during the
public participation process. Although, there is a well-developed
transportation network within the
municipality and the surrounding
region, there is a significant amount
of vehicular traffic on local roads.
With foresight and cooperation,
elected officials can incorporate
transportation improvements
planned by the university into the
borough’s long range transportation
plans without negatively impacting
the municipal budget.
The demand for housing in California Borough is complex due to
the influence of the university and
the corresponding need for multifamily housing units as well as a desire for single family housing units.
While the municipality is fortunate
to have existing land to develop, the
borough has limited capacity to do
so because of the lack of public water and sewerage to support expansion in much of its outlying area.
As shown by the data analysis,
almost 50% of residential housing
within California Borough are rental
units. While private rental units are
scattered throughout the borough,
most are concentrated near the university campus. Although significantly higher than the region, California’s rate of rental units is comparable to other university towns.
The conversion of single-family
homes into multiple units is a threat
that municipal officials should guard
against. During the public participation process, the loss of traditionally single-family residential homes
was identified by residents as a
weakness. Future revisions to the
zoning code should be strict enough
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to protect the integrity of residential neighborhoods. Enforcement of
the ordinance and upholding of the
ordinance against challenges
(including special exceptions or variances) should be a top priority of
the municipality.
Elected officials should be commended for their efforts to improve
the aesthetic appeal of the established commercial area of California
Borough. Infrastructure improvements have resulted in attractive
lighting, new sidewalks, street furniture and plantings. Future plans include expanding the streetscape improvements along Third Street to
Mechanic Street. However, the focus to beautify the downtown area
has addressed only the physical infrastructure while building facades
remain neglected and in some cases,
in disrepair. Elected officials should
consider implementing a formal
streetscape plan that specifically addresses building facades in order to
create an attractive and viable economic center.
Industrial uses are primarily concentrated along PA Route 88 and at
the California Technology Park. Future industrial development should
be directed to these existing industrial sites, but primarily at the California Technology Park. This location currently has the most appropriate land for industrial development and future zoning amendments should reflect more intensive
uses in these locations.
During the planning process,
residents expressed a strong desire
for additional recreation opportunities. Residents stated their wish to
have more access to the Monongahela River and they wanted elected
officials to address the perceived

lack of recreation amenities in the
area. California Borough owns land
that abuts the Monongahela River,
which presents development potential for recreation and parking. This
parcel has the potential for additional
parking and possibly improved public
river access. Other opportunities
could be to provide a pedestrian
pathway, such as a river walk, to the
University.
As discovered, there is a viable
opportunity to establish a partnership with the California Area School
District to provide recreation to
residents. It is recommended that
elected officials investigate an intergovernmental agreement with the
school district regarding recreational
development. Such a partnership
with the school (and potentially the
university) would benefit not just
borough residents but would also
strengthen the school district and
corresponding tax base of the municipality.
The agricultural character and
beautiful viewsheds of California
Borough were identified as a resource residents wanted to preserve.
As such, future development and infrastructure expansions should be
well thought out so that agricultural
areas and open spaces are conserved
and protected. Zoning regulations,
agricultural security areas, and conservation easements are some of the
methods that can be used to regulate
development in these sensitive areas.
To achieve many of the goals
identified by the California Borough
Comprehensive Plan, it is recommended that the municipality initiate
an update of the California Borough
zoning ordinance. With a zoning ordinance that incorporates the recommendations of the California Bor-

ough Comprehensive Plan, local officials will have a powerful tool in
place to direct development to appropriate locations to encourage
economic growth and enhance the
community’s quality of life.
The California Borough Comprehensive Plan was initiated so that
elected officials could prepare a
blueprint for the future development of the community. Much effort was directed to identify and incorporate the wishes and needs of
residents. The recommendations
contained in the plan are the results
of two public meetings, several focus groups, special presentations,
surveys, and the volunteer efforts of
community residents themselves.
The following pages outline the
goals, objectives and strategies that
were developed based on data collection, field views, and the overwhelming community input received
over the course of the plan’s development. The 2003 Comprehensive
Plan for California Borough contains
the complete listing of recommendations, which includes responsible
parties, funding sources, time line
and priority ranking.
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History and Community
Character

vehicular entry points) to increase
awareness of the borough

GOAL: Build upon the
presence that California
University provides for the
community

Strategy / Policy: Improve
community aesthetics by planting
shade trees and landscaping within
the municipalities

OBJECTIVE: Increase
communication between the
university and borough council

GOAL: Preserve, maintain and
promote the cultural and
historic heritage of the
California Borough

Strategy / Policy: Establish a “Town
Gown Committee” who will work
to increase communication and
coordination between the university
and council
Strategy / Policy: Utilize the
students and faculty at the
university in more community
related activities
GOAL: Encourage residents
and business owners to
become more involved in their
community
OBJECTIVE: Appoint citizen
committees or involve established
community groups such as church
groups, youth groups, and civic
groups
Strategy / Policy: Establish a Citizen/
Volunteer Recognition Award
Strategy / Policy: Establish an ad-hoc
committee of various professionals
who could be used as a response
team to assist with borough issues
GOAL: Improve the visual
appeal of California Borough
OBJECTIVE: Develop beautification
strategies that will create an identify
for California Borough
Strategy / Policy: Establish gateways
at strategic locations (such as

OBJECTIVE: Support the California
Historical Society to promote the
heritage of the borough
Strategy / Policy: Organize events
that celebrate the history of
California Borough
GOAL:
Encourage
intergovernmental cooperation
with
the
surrounding
m u n i c i p a l i ti e s a n d w i t h
C a l if o rn ia Un i versit y of
Pennsylvania
OBJECTIVE: Change the perceived
negative perceptions that California
Borough is “just a college town”

GOAL:
Enhance
the
architectural and historical
integrity of California Borough
OBJECTIVE: Identify, restore and
utilize historic resources to
promote the cultural and historic
character of California Borough.
Strategy / Policy: Catalogue
important structures and implement
appropriate land use controls and
ordinances to protect historic
resources
Community Amenities
GOAL: Improve and expand
the current infrastructure –
sewer and water – and ensure
that the maintenance and
improvement programs are
consistent with sound land use
practices
OBJECTIVE: California Borough will
promote sound land use policies by
extending, or improving, water and
sewage infrastructure to support
sound development

Strategy / Policy: Hold workshops
semi-annually or quarterly to discuss
strategic planning efforts and local
projects

Strategy / Policy: Expand water and
sewage service to areas without
public utility service and which have
been identified as future growth
areas

OBJECTIVE: Enhance and promote
the quality of life factors in the
community

Strategy / Policy: Implement DEP
mandates regarding the physical
plant

Strategy / Policy: Develop Noise
Tolerance Levels/ordinances

OBJECTIVE: Plan regionally for
infrastructure improvements

Strategy / Policy: Develop a theme
for California Borough

Strategy / Policy: Establish a
committee to address infrastructure
from a regional approach

Strategy / Policy: Develop a
California Borough Web Page and
use to market the borough

GOAL: Provide accessible and
appropriate
community
services and facilities to meet
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the needs of all current and
future residents and visitors
OBJECTIVE: Address the
implications of the Uniform
Construction Code and determine
if the municipality will “opt in” or
“opt out”
Strategy / Policy: Establish a
committee to determine how to
administer and enforce the Uniform
Construction Code
OBJECTIVE: Identify and market
potential locations for a hotel to
serve the borough and university
Strategy / Policy: Establish a
committee to negotiate with
Washington County and developers
regarding construction of a hotel
OBJECTIVE: Continue to provide
courteous and efficient law
enforcement services to community
residents
Strategy / Policy: Implement
recommendations as per the
Management Review Study
conducted by DCED-Center for
Local Government Services
Strategy / Policy: Continue to
improve the efficiency and
accountability of the police
department by investing in
technological advances such as
video and computer systems
Strategy / Policy: Plan for increased
demands on the police force and
traffic control that may occur as a
result of new student housing and
increased enrollment at California
University of Pennsylvania
Strategy / Policy: To further
enhance the cooperative efforts,
concerning public safety, between
the Borough and the University, a

more precise record keeping
system; which would codify the
residential status of the "public
offender", should be pursued

enforcing building codes and zoning
ordinances, consider fire
department concerns regarding
multi-family dwellings and fire safety

OBJECTIVE: Ensure consistent and
appropriate enforcement of building
codes, covenants, and zoning codes

OBJECTIVE: Increase the service
capacity of the VFD

Strategy / Policy: Support the Code
Enforcement Office to ensure
consistent application of municipal
codes throughout the region by
completing the following steps:
Revise and update the California
Borough Zoning Ordinance,
ensuring consistency with the
recommendations contained in the
California Borough Comprehensive
Plan. Consider incorporating the
future improvement projects of the
California University of Pennsylvania,
California School District and
California Technology Park in the
revision of the California Borough
Zoning Ordinance. Complete a
codification of municipal codes. The
Code Enforcement Office should be
adequately staffed with appropriate
salary and benefits compensation.
Provide training for code
enforcement staff. Develop a
consistent review system to
regularly monitor employee
performance
OBJECTIVE: Provide safe, efficient
and cost effective fire protection
services to California Borough
Strategy / Policy: Assist in the efforts
of the VFD to relocate to a location
better suited for the unique needs of
the department
Strategy / Policy: Investigate
purchasing equipment that will allow
the VFD to communicate directly
with California Police during the
event of an emergency
Strategy / Policy: When updating and

Strategy / Policy: Expand water
service to and install fire hydrants in
the outlying areas of California
Borough.
OBJECTIVE: Improve the service
capacity of the California Borough
Street Department
Strategy / Policy: Hire additional
staff to meet current demands
Strategy / Policy: Prepare a
maintenance plan to replace
equipment on a regular basis
OBJECTIVE: Ensure the efficiency
and effectiveness of borough
government and services
Strategy / Policy: Explore the cost
benefits of hiring a full-time borough
manager
OBJECTIVE: Improve the efficiency
and reduce the cost of refuse
service for residents
Strategy / Policy: Request bids from
current and new refuse collection
companies regarding garbage
collection.
Strategy / Policy: Consider adopting
an ordinance to mandate landlords
as responsible for payment of refuse
collection.
Strategy / Policy: Address concerns
regarding alleyway pick up locations.
GOAL: To foster a harmonious
relationship between California
Borough and California Area
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School District that encourages
mutually
beneficial
development
OBJECTIVE: Establish partnership
areas with the school district
Strategy / Policy: Establish a
committee to address the physical
plant needs of the school and plan
for the potential for reuse of the
existing structures and land.
Strategy / Policy: Address security
concerns and formulate a plan to
provide security services to the
school district.
Strategy / Policy: Explore
opportunities to have shared
facilities for such services as
community events and recreation
services.
GOAL: To foster a harmonious
relationship between California
Borough and California
University of Pennsylvania that
encourages mutually beneficial
development

Strategy / Policy: Consider
incorporating needed improvements
to East Alley with the planned loop
road

Strategy / Policy: Establish a
committee to address town/gown
issues and incorporate the
university’s Master Plan with the
California Borough Comprehensive
Plan
Strategy / Policy: Address
transportation related issues
(specifically the loop road, multimodal facility near Jefferson, and the
proposed Maglev system) by
meeting with university
representatives

Strategy / Policy: Develop and adopt
a Traffic Impact Study Ordinance

Strategy / Policy: Address increased
demands upon the municipality
generated by the university by
discussing the possibilities of shared
services

Strategy / Policy: Conduct a Parking
Needs Analysis to identify
congestion and potential areas for
new parking

Strategy / Policy: Work with the
university and its graduate programs
to develop a business incubator in
the downtown area of the borough.

OBJECTIVE: Coordinate local
transportation needs and plans with
those of California University of
Pennsylvania

OBJECTIVE: Improve the
relationship between California
University students and the
community

Strategy / Policy: Begin negotiations
with university officials regarding
the planned loop road around the
campus and how these plans can
assist with local transportation
needs (improvements to East Alley
and Sixth Street, snow removal
services)

Strategy / Policy: Establish a
committee to develop a “Welcome
to California Borough” pamphlet (to
include such things as garbage pick
up, contact names and numbers,
rights as a tenant, local eateries and
shopping areas, public transportation
information, etc)
Transportation

OBJECTIVE: Capitalize upon, and
acknowledge, the resources and
benefits of California University of
Pennsylvania

OBJECTIVE: Maintain the existing
road network

GOAL: Capitalize on the
benefits of PA Route 43 and
interchanges located within the
borough
OBJECTIVE: Redirect traffic flow to
increase visibility of the commercial
corridor
Strategy / Policy: Conduct a traffic
study to determine if a 1-way in and
1-way out loop incorporating Third
Street and Second Street to facilitate
traffic flow in and out of the
university campus is feasible
GOAL: To improve the existing
transportation system in
California Borough

Strategy / Policy: Begin negotiations
with university officials regarding
the Maglev transportation system
Strategy / Policy: Begin negotiations
with university officials and MMVTA
representatives regarding the
development of intermodal facilities
Strategy / Policy: Update the
California Borough Zoning
Ordinance to address the future
transportation projects of the
University
GOAL: Improve vehicular
access and safety along the PA
Route 88 corridor
OBJECTIVE: Provide roadway
improvements along the Route 88
corridor to address deficient
intersections (i.e. inadequate sight
distance, physical constraints)
Strategy / Policy: Request from
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PENNDOT that a speed study be
conducted along the Route 88
corridor to determine if the speed
limit should be reduced to 25 miles
per hour through some of the
residential districts.

pedestrian network by constructing
new sidewalks in residential areas

OBJECTIVE: To improve the
operational characteristics at key
intersections

Strategy / Policy: Link the College
Farm area (and Jefferson Housing) to
the borough and university by
expanding the pedestrian network
and/or developing alternative means
of transportation

Strategy / Policy: Develop the
property at the current sewage
facility to be used for parking of
recreational river traffic

Strategy / Policy: Develop a
pedestrian corridor along Third
Street/PA Route 88 to Rotary Park

GOAL: To encourage new
housing developments that are
consistent with sound land use
practices, as well as, enhance
the existing housing stock in
California Borough

Strategy / Policy: Provide
appropriate roadway signs and
pavement markings at locations
currently identified as deficient
OBJECTIVE: Provide for the safety
of pedestrians who access public
transportation services and increase
the visibility of public transportation
within the region
Strategy / Policy: Work with
MMVTA to locate safe public
transportation stops. Partner with
MMVTA to acquire funding to build
shelters at designated public
transportation stops. Construct
and/or establish “park-n-ride” and/
or intermodal facilities
Strategy / Policy: Identify locations
where pedestrians cross Rt. 88 or
other high traffic volume areas and
provide marked crossing areas and
signage that will increase visibility of
pedestrians
GOAL: Increase the mobility of
pedestrians within California
Borough
OBJECTIVE: Develop a pedestrian
network that will alleviate traffic
congestion by providing alternative
methods to access residential,
recreational, business and
institutional sections of the
borough.
Strategy / Policy: Extend the

Strategy / Policy: Apply for funding
for improvements to the existing
sidewalk network

GOAL: To improve roadway
signing throughout the study
area
OBJECTIVE: Upgrade roadway
signing using to PENNDOT and
MUTCD (Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices, published by the
Federal Highway Administration,
December 2000) Standards
Strategy / Policy: Upgrade signing to
meet minimum requirements (lateral
placement and height) for placement
along roadways.
Strategy / Policy: Place “3WAY” (R1-3) or “ALL WAY”
placards at all appropriate
intersections
Strategy / Policy: Place advance
warning signs, such as “ONE LANE
BRIDGE” (W5-3), on the 1st Street
approach to the bridge over Pike
Run.
Strategy / Policy: Place Speed Limit
signing in the residential areas
throughout the study area.
GOAL: To support recreational
river use and alleviate parking

congestion.
OBJECTIVE: Develop adequate
parking facilities in the project area
to meet resident demand and
provide river access

Housing

OBJECTIVE: All structures should
be built and maintained in a manner
that meets community standards
and protects property values
Strategy / Policy: Consistently
enforce property maintenance
regulations. Municipal officials
should initiate a review of existing
ordinances to determine
applicability to their current
situation. If the ordinances are
found to be lacking, the borough
council should enact property
maintenance regulations by
ordinance
OBJECTIVE: Provide additional
housing opportunities to meet
future demand for residential
development (See Future Land Use
Map)
Strategy / Policy: Develop a housing
plan to identify areas of the region
that can potentially support new
residential development. Consider
specialized residential opportunities
for such groups as California
University Faculty and management
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professionals, senior citizens and
California University students.
OBJECTIVE: Protect the integrity of
existing residential neighborhoods
Strategy / Policy: Revise the current
zoning ordinance to include
provisions such as: Exclude the
conversion of Single-Family Homes
to Multi-Family Homes &/or prohibit rooming houses outside of
designated areas (R-3). Ensure
appropriate parking facilities are
provided for multi-family housing.
Establish strict provisions for new
residential areas that are for single
family homes only
OBJECTIVE: Rehabilitate or
demolish blighted structures
Strategy / Policy: Enforce the 1996
BOCA property maintenance code
to address the problem of
dilapidated structures
OBJECTIVE: Initiate a Housing
Marketing Program
Strategy / Policy: Market the
borough’s housing opportunities
through the creation of a housing
marketing brochure.
Economic Development
GOAL:
Revitalize
the
downtown
corridor
of
California Borough
OBJECTIVE: Establish a downtown
revitalization plan that will address
economic development through
beautification efforts
Strategy / Policy: Rehabilitate
dilapidated properties that can be
considered detrimental to the
downtown atmosphere

Strategy / Policy: Establish funding
incentives for building façade and
interior improvements
Strategy / Policy: Complete a
streetscape plan
GOAL: Attract new businesses
that will compliment the
existing economic structure of
California Borough
OBJECTIVE: Plan regionally to
strengthen the existing economic
structure including workforce,
industry and business pursuits
Strategy / Policy: Establish a regional
group to address economic
development issues in California
Borough and the surrounding region.
Strategy / Policy: Hold workshops
within the local communities to
encourage brainstorming and
identification of local and regional
needs
Strategy / Policy: Complete an
Economic Development Plan for
California Borough
Strategy / Policy: Adopt a zoning
ordinance that promotes sound
economic policy by requiring that:
More intensive uses (i.e.
Manufacturing) are located near
other industrial facilities instead of in
commercial or residential areas. A
commercial corridor is contained
within established areas so that the
current downtown economic
structure is not decimated. The
integrity of the commercial zone is
protected by ensuring that controls
are in place limiting residential uses
at ground level
Strategy / Policy: Expand the
commercial district to include
portions of Fourth Street

OBJECTIVE: Develop a marketing
plan to foster economic
development strategies within the
region
Strategy / Policy: The marketing
plan should evaluate the current
economic structure of the borough
and surrounding areas to identify
business and industry that would
create a cohesive economic
structure of mutually supporting
and complimentary efforts
Strategy / Policy: Existing
organizations such as the California
University of Pennsylvania,
California Chamber of Commerce,
Mon Valley Regional Chamber of
Commerce, Washington County
Chamber of Commerce, real estate
agencies, and tourist promotion
agencies should be included so that
they can provide support and input
into the marketing plan
GOAL: Establish California
Borough as a leader in
workforce
development
initiatives
OBJECTIVE: Begin a regional
partnership to develop a workforce
development strategy
Strategy / Policy: Assess local and
regional workforce needs
Strategy / Policy: Develop training
programs, including school-to-work
programs and incentives
GOAL: Develop Tourism as an
economic development tool
OBJECTIVE: Begin a regional
partnership to develop a tourism
strategy
Strategy / Policy: Assess local
interest and potential for tourism
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related activities i.e. steamboat
related activities
Land Use & Natural Resources
GOAL: To enable California
Borough to control future land
uses
OBJECTIVE: Provide guidelines that
reflect the recommendations of the
adopted California Borough
Comprehensive Plan and that will
establish local control over the
location of unwanted businesses

include requirements that allow
flexibility in site planning while
ensuring that new development
would function well with existing
uses
GOAL:
To promote a
sustainable community by
ensuring
that
future
d e ve l op m en t m ee ts t h e
economic and social needs of
the residents in a manner that
does not destroy the
productivity or health of its
natural systems

Strategy / Policy: Update the
California Borough Zoning
Ordinance

OBJECTIVE: Ensure that the
enforcement of the adopted plans /
ordinances are in accordance with
the goals and recommendations
established by California Borough
Comprehensive Plan

GOAL: To utilize the
Monongahela River to its fullest
capacity for development and
recreation efforts

Strategy / Policy: The staff of the
California Borough Zoning
Department and zoning hearing
board will receive annual training

OBJECTIVE: Recognize the
complex and unique issues
associated with the Monongahela
River and capitalize upon this
resource for the betterment of the
region

GOAL: To preserve and
improve the natural areas of
the region

Strategy / Policy: Complete a
Riverfront Development Plan

Strategy / Policy: Preserve and
enhance buffer areas around bodies
of water to mitigate environmental
and visual impacts of adjacent uses
and activities

Strategy / Policy: Adopt an Official
Map for California Borough

OBJECTIVE: Ensure that future
development along the
Monongahela Riverbanks reflects
the recommendations of the
adopted Comprehensive Plan
Strategy / Policy: Identify specific
uses appropriate along the
riverfront and include into the
Zoning Ordinance
Strategy / Policy: Adopt a riverfront
development ordinance that would

OBJECTIVE: Recognize and protect
environmentally sensitive areas.

Strategy / Policy: Educate property
owners along the river about the
importance or buffer areas as well as
including provisions in the zoning
ordinances to maintain existing
riparian buffers.
Strategy / Policy: Continue volunteer
efforts for trash removal or land
stewardship program to clean and

preserve the stream and riverbanks
Strategy / Policy: Initiate educational
programs on floods and floodplain
development as well as wetlands,
which include “flood emergency
response” educational materials and
flood awareness seminar for
residents and recreational river
users.
OBJECTIVE: Restrict building in
floodplains / wetlands, and steep
slopes.
Strategy / Policy: Adopt appropriate
ordinances to protect
environmentally sensitive areas.
GOAL: To improve the quality
of the various watersheds
within the project area
OBJECTIVE: Develop a
comprehensive water quality
database
Strategy / Policy: Work with
existing watershed groups to initiate
a volunteer water qualitymonitoring group to monitor the
major streams of the region.
Parks & Recreation
GOAL: To identify new
recreation opportunities,
possibly creating parks along
the river while improving and
maintaining the existing
recreational facilities and
programs for residents of all
ages
OBJECTIVE: California Borough
residents will have multiple
opportunities to enjoy recreational
amenities
Strategy / Policy: Upgrade or
rehabilitate existing recreation
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facilities. Borough officials should begin
immediately to replace dated or damaged
equipment, repair moderately damaged
equipment, and upgrade all courts and play
areas as identified in the comprehensive plan
Strategy / Policy: Construct a pedestrian
riverfront walk to connect the borough to
California University and Rotary Park
OBJECTIVE: The California Borough
Recreation Authority will have a thorough
understanding of, and be able to identify, the
recreational needs and wants of residents and
the financial capacity to provide recreation
services as well as potential locations and
entities to offer such services
Strategy / Policy: Complete a Comprehensive
Recreation, Park and Open Space Plan for the
municipality and surrounding region
OBJECTIVE: Recreational programming will
encompass surrounding municipalities and
incorporate those needs and activities of
California Borough, California Area School
District and California University of
Pennsylvania
Strategy / Policy: Enter into Intergovernmental
Cooperation agreements with the California
Area School District, California University of
Pennsylvania and surrounding municipalities
GOAL: Make use of the natural beauty of the
Monongahela River as a recreational amenity
OBJECTIVE: Provide riverfront recreation sites
and connect the borough with those sites
planned by the California University of
Pennsylvania
Strategy / Policy: Expand existing recreation
sites and undeveloped borough owned
property to provide access to the waterfront.
Provide amenities such as benches, pavilions
and, where possible, docks
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California Borough, Washington PA

MAGLEV Demonstration
Project

